
Lancer Letter #304 A Fall Reflection

A Fall Reflection.
As I was mowing the lawn this evening, I couldn’t help but notice the seasonal changes 

occurring.  Though it had been a day with warm, summer-like temperatures, the evening brought 
a coolness unlike a summer’s eve.  The colors of the zinnias, cosmos and snap dragons, while 
still adding beauty to the landscape, are beginning to fade while simultaneously the colors of the 
trees reflect a vibrancy as if to say, “Look at me!  It’s my turn to shine!”

None of the garden plants have died from frost though the tomatoes are long gone and 
plants pulled.  Abundant winter squash lay on the ground while “cold crop” greens are still 
plentiful.  Beneath the ground lie carrots and beets, getting sweeter with each passing day.

The sun is so much lower in the sky.  The yard gets shaded quicker and earlier each day.  
Though the beauty of summer fades, fall brings a winsomeness that also delights.  We are 
blessed.

“Sunrise, Sunset.  Sunrise, Sunset.
Quickly, flow the days.
One season following another, 
Laden with happiness and tears.”

Those of us in education witness the changing of “seasons of life” in our students.  
Toothless grins and boundless energy give way to the guarded coolness of pre-adolescence.
Gangly freshmen enter high school with little sense of self and leave as young, self-actualized 
adults.  

And their minds – at first only capable of rudimentary understanding and rote learning, 
they grow each year with broader conceptual understanding and the mastery of skills for 
communicating and calculating.  The child that enters the classroom in September leaves the 
classroom changed in June.  We get to be there for the tragedies and triumphs, for the small 
victories and incremental gains.  We literally witness human growth.  We are blessed.

“To everything (turn, turn, turn)
There is a season (turn, turn, turn)
And a time to every purpose, under heaven”

May you take time to reflect upon the beauty of this autumn season and may it serve as a 
reminder that the changes in the seasons of life in ourselves and in our loved ones, can be a 
reflection of grace and elegance.


